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Visit with Quentin Branch

Oracle, AZ

Runs Rammed Earth Solar homes Inc out of his house

Built/ designed his house + wrote the code for rammed earth homes.



Visit with Quentin Branch- Formwork



Visit with Quentin Branch- Pneumatic Tamper



What we learned from the visit
Rammed earth walls are:

● Made of earth compacted layer upon layer within forms.
● Created entirely of the dirt found onsite, stabilized with a small amount of Portland 

cement.  
●  18 to 24 inches thick and weigh 110-130 pounds per cubic feet.

-Using expansive clay or plastic soils is inconsistent with the concept of compaction, 
which requires that particles are granular and slide into place, locking together with a 
minimum of moisture.

-Properly designed, a rammed earth structure will store the sun’s heat each winter 
and block it each summer.

-Quinton uses a pneumatic tamper, but said a handheld tamper made from a 
grapefruit juice can with a broom handle set in concrete can also be used.



Where we went from there…. Our next steps

Originally we thought about building a rammed earth object: bench, stool, etc…

We soon realized that building something even relatively small will be almost 
impossible to move without heavy equipment.

So we decided that we wanted to manipulate either rammed earth, adobe, or 
concrete using power tools. And discover what can be done.



Making the forms



Making different types of bricks to test



Concrete



Adobe



Rammed Earth



Concrete,Adobe and rammed earth

Concrete mix: 1 part Portland, 2 parts sand, and 3 parts gravel. Slowly add water to the mixture reaches a stiff consistency.

Adobe mix: 100% clay or earthen mixture, 15-20% by volume of straw or hay, and 25-30% of water by volume.

Rammed earth mix: 100% ¼-⅜ inch ABC or crushed granite, 8% by volume Portland cement, and 10-12% by volume water.



Power tamp the rammed earth



Testing - what can we do to shape the bricks?



Grinding concrete



Water jet concrete



Using a dremel



Molding with dremel



Shaping and polishing with a dremel



What we learned

● Regarding rammed earth, the forms dictate the shape, width and height of the 
slabs.

● The amount of portland cement added to the soil affects the consistency of the 
slab/brick.

● A pneumatic tamper is helpful for big jobs, but power tools are not necessary 
to compact the soil.

● At times it seemed easier to explore the dirt through hand tools as opposed to 
power tools.

● There can be more precision to using the power tools but with a material as 
easily moldable and pliable as dirt, it is delicate when under strong power 
tools.


